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in the tradition of wonder and to kill a mockingbird this award winning new york times bestseller is an intensely moving lyrically written novel counting by 7s tells the story of willow chance a twelve year old genius who is obsessed with diagnosing medical conditions and finds comfort in counting by 7s it has never been easy for her to connect with anyone other than her adoptive parents but that hasn t kept her from leading a quietly happy life until now suddenly willow s world is tragically changed when her parents both die in a car crash leaving her alone in a baffling world her journey to find a fascinatingly diverse and fully believable surrogate family is a joy and a revelation to read

encounters with archetypes integrates the study of archetypes with the concept of encounters this unit developed by vanderbilt university s programs for talented youth is aligned to the common core state standards and features accelerated content creative products differentiated tasks engaging activities and the use of in depth analysis models to develop sophisticated skills in the language arts through the lens of encounter students will examine the patterns symbols and motifs associated with common archetypes by analyzing fictional and informational texts speeches and visual media students will follow various archetype encounters with conflicts and challenges to explore questions such as how do archetypes reflect the human experience and how do archetypes reveal human strengths and weaknesses ideal for gifted classrooms or gifted pull out groups the unit features texts from sandra cisneros louis untermeyer rudyard kipling emily dickinson and maya angelou biographies of oprah winfrey mother teresa jackie robinson sally ride and lin manual miranda a speech from president ronald reagan a novel study featuring wonder by r j palacio and or counting by 7s by holly goldberg sloan and art from pieter bruegel grades 4 5 from the author of the green witchcraft series comes a unique approach to using the tarot as a spiritual tool for channeling energy and communicating with the divine utilizing themes and images from natural witchcraft this book takes readers step by step through the major and minor arcana illustrations supersummary a modern alternative to sparknotes and cliffsnotes offers high quality study guides for challenging works of literature this 61 page guide for counting by 7s by holly goldberg sloan includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis covering 61 chapters as well as several more in depth sections of expert written literary analysis featured content includes commentary on major characters 25 important quotes essay topics and key themes like redefining family and justified deception the quick student workbooks are designed to get students thinking critically about the text they read and providing a guided study format to facilitate in improved learning and retention teachers and homeschool instructors may use them to improve student learning and organization what students will construct and identify the following areas of knowledge character identification events location vocabulary main idea conflict and more as appropriate to the text vols for 1871 76 1913 14 include an extra number the christmas bookseller separately paged and not included in the consecutive numbering of the regular series in this heartwarming and funny middle grade novel by the new york times bestselling author of counting by 7s julia grows into herself while playing a munchkin in the wizard of oz julia is very short for her age but by the end of the summer run of the wizard of oz she ll realize how big she is inside where it counts she hasn t ever thought of herself as a performer but when the wonderful director of oz casts her as a munchkin she begins to see herself in a new way as julia becomes friendly with the poised and wise olive one of the adults with dwarfism who ve joined the production s motley crew of munchkins and with her deeply artistic neighbor mrs chang julia s own sense of self as an artist grows soon she doesn t want to fade into the background and it s a good thing because her director has more big plans for julia bubbling over with humor and tenderness this is an irresistible story of self discovery
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